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njoy...
E

give yourself a moment to relax,
brew a cup of tea and delve
into our newest catalog of
wonderful teas. Here you’ll
find an inspired collection of
the finest Organic Teas — all
uncompromisingly delicious,
and all As Good For You As You
Expect Them To Be.

DAVIDSON'S INTRODUCES

3 NEW
FLAVORS OF

Tulsi

WHY ORGANIC ? We know that
many people increasingly choose tea to
help promote a healthy lifestyle. But please
remember that unlike apples or tomatoes,
tea and herbs cannot be washed during processing to remove any unwanted chemical
residues. So after 37 years in the tea business, we’ve decided that only ingredients
grown and processed organically in the first
place, define the taste and quality you’ll feel
good about.
The USDA Organic icon front and center on
every Davidson’s package, certifies
what’s inside to be free of chemical
pesticides, herbicides, synthetic fertilizers,
GMO’s and all other prohibited substances,
as defined by the USDA. Look for this logo as
your assurance that all of our teas meet this
high standard.

Caffe ine-Free

Caffe ine-Free

Tulsi
Mango Peach
Davidson's proudly donates a portion of
our profits to :
The Organic Center, an organization dedicated
to ”generating credible, peer reviewed scientific
information, and communicate the verifiable benefits of organic farming and products to society.”
Friends of Nevada Organics, an educational
advocacy group, promoting organics in our home
state.
CASA, a volunteer organization, helping with the
needs of abused and neglected children.

Davidson’s blends three
varieties of Tulsi (Krishna,
Rama and Vana) with
Rooibos, Mango and Peach
essence to create a delicious
tropical brew with high
mineral and antioxidant
properties.

ORGANICS

Davidson’s blends three
varieties of Tulsi (Krishna,
Rama and Vana) with
ginger (helps with motion
sickness & nausea) and
lemon myrtle to create a
delicous tartness with a kick
of ginger spice.

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
8 Bags $ 2.95
Tulsi Ginger Lemon R2361
Tulsi Mango Peach R2362 	
Tulsi Mint Medley R2363

AMERICAN SPECIALTY TEAS, HERBS AND SPICES SINCE 1976

Tulsi
Ginger Lemon

UNWRAPPED

25 Bags $ 5.50

100 Bags $ 14.00

R2561
R2562
R2563 	

R250
R251
R252
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Caffe ine-Free

Tulsi
Mint Medley
Davidson's blends three
varieties of Tulsi (Krishna,
Rama and Vana) with
peppermint and spearmint
to create the perfect balance
of minty flavors with mild
stimulating and digestive
properties.

Also available in a box of eight tea
bags and box of 100.

•

•

•
•
•
•
• •
•
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•
•
•

The Indian culture holds great reverence for Tulsi. Also
called “Holy Basil” and “Queen of Herbs,” most Indian families grow Tulsi in their home gardens, in earthen pots, gathering around it for morning and evening prayer. In India,
Tulsi is often used as a potent remedy for many ailments, but
also has powerful significance as a symbol for good health
and spirituality.

What is Tulsi and
it's health benefits ?

Why is Tulsi labeled as
a supplement ?

Tulsi, a type of basil plant
(purple or green or mixed color
varieties consisting of Krishna,
Rama and Vana), has been the
cornerstone of Ayurvedic medicine for over 5000 years.
Also called ”Holy Basil,” this
sacred Indian herb has rich antioxidant and adaptogenic properties, which promote wellness by
enhancing the body’s immune
system. Antioxidants protect cells
from the damage caused by free
radicals, which facilitate the cause
and progression of various types
of diseases.The adaptogens serve
as powerful anti-stress agents,
helping to guard against the effects of both environmental and
emotional stress. Undue stress
may compromise physical and
emotional health.

Many herbs, including Tulsi,
are thought to have significant
medicinal properties. In the US,
the FDA requires that teas and
herbs with stated health benefits
be labeled as supplements. On
all of our Tulsi packages, you’ll
find this supplement format and
the following disclaimer: *These
statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product
is not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease.

Feel Good About Drinking Tulsi!
Tulsi has multiple health benefits. But there’s another reason to feel good
about drinking it! Davidson’s will donate 10% of all Tulsi proceeds to our
newly created “Aasha Fund,” translated as The Hope Fund. This special
project aims to improve the lives of countless small farmers, currently
living on less than a dollar a day, and without hope of a better life.
Our project will help transform abandoned farmlands in North Eastern
India, allowing the land to be reinvigorated through sustainable, organic
agricultural practices. The farmers themselves will receive educational
resources and training, improved infrastructure, including housing and
schools, medical coverage and retirement accounts. Growing organic Tulsi
will benefit both the land and its people. Drink Davidson’s Tulsi for Hope!

Tulsi

Health By The Sip

TM

Caffe ine-Free

Tulsi
Spicy Green
Davidson’s Spicy Green
blends three varieties of
Tulsi (Krishna, Rama
and Vana) with green tea
to create a powerful team
of antioxidants! Spicy
cinnamon and cloves
add delicious flavor and
aroma, as well.
Caffe ine-Free

Tulsi
Chamomile
Flower

Davidson's blends
three varieties of Tulsi
(Krishna, Rama and
Vana) with the smooth
and mellow flavor of
golden chamomile flowers. Chamomile has long
been known as a mildly
relaxing herb.*
Caffe ine-Free

Tulsi
Signature Blend

Tulsi
Hibiscus Flower

Davidson's Signature
Blend blends three varieties of Tulsi (Krishna,
Rama and Vana) with
Peppermint (mild stimulating properties, aids
digestion & calms an
upset stomach)*, Pepper
(mild stimulant & digestive aid)*, Ginger (helps
with motion sickness &
nausea)* and Cinnamon
(recommended for balancing blood sugar levels).*

Davidson’s blends three
varieties of Tulsi (Krishna,
Rama and Vana) with
hibiscus to create a delicious tartness and a beautiful rosy color. Hibiscus
contains natural vitamin
C, and is now thought to
reduce cholesterol,
while also lowering
blood pressure.*

Caffe ine-Free

Tulsi
Rooibos Chai

Davidson’s Rooibos Chai
blends three varieties of
Tulsi (Krishna, Rama
and Vana) with South
African Rooibos, harvested from high-grown
shrubs to create a delicious, full-bodied brew
with high mineral and
antioxidant properties.*

Caffe ine-Free

Tulsi
Pure Leaves

Davidson’s Pure Leaves
blends three varieties of
Tulsi (Krishna, Rama
and Vana) to create the
perfect balance of buttery
and minty flavors.

* These statements have not been evaluated by the
FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure, or prevent any disease.
INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

Tulsi Chamomile Flower
Tulsi Hibiscus Flower
Tulsi Pure Leaves
Tulsi Rooibos Chai
Tulsi Signature Blend
Tulsi Spicy Green
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8 Bags $ 2.95

25 Bags $ 5.50

R2254
R2256
R2257
R2259
R2258
R2255

R2554
R2556
R2557
R2559
R2558
R2555

UNWRAPPED

100 Bags $ 14.00
R219
R245
R221
R216
R246
R220

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.

* FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

Tulsi Tea Assortment
This elegant sampler box holds 100 of our 9 healthful
organic Tulsi teas. R1100 $25.95

•
•
•
•
Tulsi Tea Chest
Assortments of Tulsi teas packaged
in beautifully designed and reusable
wooden chest from sustainably grown
and managed Indian forests.

A.

Collection Chest

A

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
•

Tulsi Four Box Gift

4 of our 9 Tulsi teas, wrapped as a gift.
R802 $12.00

•

•

•
•
•
•
• •
•
• •
•
• •

(40 assorted Tulsi teas)

R631 $15.95
B.

Sampler Chest

B

(6 assorted Tulsi teas)

R637 $4.95
5

GREEN TEA
The Miracle of Green Tea

By now most people know that
green tea offers a multitude of
health benefits. Containing
ECGC, one of nature’s strongest
antioxidants, green tea can help
combat free radicals, molecules
in the body, potentially responsible for causing cellular damage.
And if you’re drinking it for
your health, wouldn’t you want
it to be pure? Our Certified
Organic versions do not require
any compromise—subtle, fullflavored and delicious—and
grown without harmful pesticides and herbicides.

6

Lemon Ginseng
Green
combines organic green tea
with the intense lemon flavor
of Australian Lemon Myrtle
and earthy ginseng. Citrusy
and round in the cup, Lemon
Ginseng makes a soothing
hot tea or a refreshing, tangy
iced tea.

Moroccan Mint
combines organic Indian
green tea with pungent and
flavorful organic spearmint.
When serving hot, add honey
and pour into heat-proof,
elegant clear glasses, as they
do in the Middle East. Or
serve over ice, garnished with
fresh lemon wedges!

Decaffeinated
Green

Imperial Green

Jasmine Flower

Sun, Moon &
Stars

Red, Green &
White Blend

Green
Tea Garden

Tropical Green

is a mild, “gentle” green tea
grown in Northern India.
Brewing light in the cup,
our basic green tea has
none of the “smokey” or
“fishy” notes frequently
characterizing many other
green teas.

lovely organic jasmine
scented tea, rounded organic
Chinese oolong, and a light
organic green tea from
India. This tea will remind
you of the best pots you've
savored in Asian restaurants.

is our most popular green
is a mild, flavorful Indian
tea! We have blended
green tea, 98% caffeine-free.
organic chamomile and
Light and beautiful in the
cup, Decaf Green has a nutty, cloves with organic green
tea, then added just the
earthy flavor and wonderful
aroma. Delicious hot or iced! right touch of sweet cinnamon and exotic berry
flavors. Delicious and
soothing hot, but also wonderful iced.

is surely one of the most
wonderful jasmine teas
you’ve ever tasted! Light
bodied with intense nut
tones. And it’s organic!
Please pay careful attention
to the brewing instructions
to ensure a beautifully colored, round and nutty cup,
with no bitterness.

combines the exotic tastes
of South African Rooibos,
with fresh-flavored green
tea and the rich but mellow
character of rare white tea.
Powerful antioxidants and a
delightful full flavor distinguish this special blend.

to a base of organic green
tea, blended with herbs,
we have added luscious,
buttery tropical flavors.
Rounded and smooth in
the cup with a beautiful
pale color. Fabulous iced!

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

Lemon Ginseng Green
Imperial Green
Jasmine Flower
Moroccan Mint
Sun, Moon & Stars
Red, Green & White
Decaffeinated Green
Green Tea Garden
Tropical Green

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.

8 Bags $ 2.95

25 Bags $ 5.50

R2237
R2233
R2234
R2229
R2230
R2228
R2231
R2232
R2226

R2525
R2533
R2534
R2529
R2530
R2528
R2531
R2532
R2526

UNWRAPPED

100 Bags $ 14.00
R231
R291
R233
R239
R215
R230
R201
R189
R191

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com
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GREEN TEA
Green Tote
This reusable jute tote
holds six 8-count boxes
of assorted organic green
teas. Tied up beautifully
with coordinated raffia.
R437 $19.95

Four Box Gift
Four organic green
teas, wrapped as a gift.
R644 $12.00

Olive Lacquer Ware
Tray with Organic
Green Teas

You’ll use the elegant tray over
and over, after you’ve sampled the
delicious teas.
R673 $26.95
NOW $19.99

8

Green Tea Assortment
This elegant sampler box holds
100 of our 9 healthful organic
Green teas.
R3175 $25.95

Green Tea Chest
Assortments of Green teas packaged in beautifully designed and
reusable wooden chest from sustainably grown and managed Indian forests.

A

A.

Collection Chest

(40 assorted Green teas)

R624 $15.95

B.

Sampler Chest

(6 assorted Green teas)

R643 $4.95
B

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com
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WHITE TEA

White Orange
w/ Clove

perfectly combines sweet
and tangy orange peel and
pungent, spicy cloves. This
balanced tea is delicious
hot or iced, and sweetened
slightly.

White Peony
White Orange with Clove
White Peach
White Pomegranate

10

White Peony

White
Pomegranate

blends our smooth and
delicious White Peony
Tea with real organic dried
pomegranate and pungently
tart rosehips and hibiscus.
Wonderful served hot or
as an iced tea, sweetened
slightly, if you wish.

offers a compliment of
special flavors—round and
chocolaty undertones, along
with velvety mid-notes, and a
light, fragrant finish. With a
beautiful color and aroma as
well, you’ll be drinking cup
after cup!

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

UNWRAPPED

8 Bags $ 2.95 25 Bags $ 5.50

100 Bags $ 14.00

R2227
R2243
R2242
R2244

R2527
R2549
R2548
R2551

R217
R175
R174
R176

White Peach

combines our chocolaty
White Peony Tea with
round and luscious natural
peach flavor. Warming
and soothing served hot,
or try iced, sweetened
with a touch of honey, and
garnished with fresh peach
slices.

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.

Healthiest White Tea

Thought to have even more health
benefits than green tea, white tea
undergoes less processing than any of
the various types of tea. Utilizing only
the unopened buds and two top leaves
of the tea plant, white teas get their
characteristic color from the delicate
silvery “down” that forms on the bud
and leaves. After plucking, the tea is
allowed to whither, but it is not steamed
before drying which arrests the
oxidation processes of green, oolong
and black teas. So white tea contains
even less caffeine than the others.
And Davidson’s selects only the purest
and most healthful Certified Organic
White Teas for our tea bags and loose
tea versions.
Like many green teas, white tea can
be brewed again and again from the
same leaves or tea bag.

White Tea Assortment
25 each of 4 varieties.
R1127 $25.95

Four Box Gift

All 4 of our White teas, wrapped as a gift.
R600 $12.00

White Tea Chest

A

Assortments of White teas
packaged in beautifully designed
and reusable wooden chest from
sustainably grown and managed
Indian forests.

A.

Collection Chest

(40 assorted White teas)

R628 $15.95
B.

Sampler Chest

(6 assorted White teas)

R642 $4.95

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com

B
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RED TEA

Rooibos

Rooibos is harvested from
shrubs grown in the high
elevations of the cape
regions of South Africa.
Rooibos has a full-bodied,
rounded character, a slight
sweetness, and blends well
with green tea, black tea,
and other herbs. Create
your own favorite blend by
brewing a Rooibos tea bag
along with another tea bag
of your choice. Delicious
with milk and sweetener.
High in vitamins, minerals
and antioxidants, Rooibos
is well-known for its
numerous health benefits
and calming effects. And it’s
completely caffeine-free!

South African Rooibos
South African Honeybush
Red Passion
Red Vanilla

12

Caffe ine-Free

Honeybush

Honeybush is the “sister” of
Rooibos (Red Tea), both
mild, but full-bodied herbs
harvested from shrubs
grown in high elevations of
the cape regions of South
Africa. Brewing red in the
cup, Honeybush has rounded undertones and sweet
top notes. Honeybush has
few tannins, no caffeine,
and an abundance of vitamins, minerals and potent
antioxidants, linking it to
numerous health benefits.

Red Vanilla

blends healthy Rooibos
with naturally sweet vanilla
bean flavor. Delicious
served hot, with the addition of a little milk or a
touch of honey or agave.

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

UNWRAPPED

8 Bags $ 2.95 25 Bags $ 5.50

100 Bags $ 14.00

R2235
R2236
R2240
R2241

R2535
R2536
R2553
R2552

R203
R204
R172
R173

Red Passion

combines our round and
delicious Rooibos with natural passion fruit and other
tropical flavors to create
an exotic, fruity tea—with
a surprising ingredient—
mint! Fabulous both hot
and iced, garnished with
ripe summer fruit.

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.

South African
Red Herbal Teas

Grown in the Cape region of South
Africa, Rooibos (pronounced royboss)
and Honeybush, although from
different plants, share many of the
same characteristics: exotic red color
in the cup, rich, tea-like character,
lack of caffeine and potent health
benefits derived from an abundance
of vitamins and minerals. Red teas
are processed, much like regular
teas, with fermentation and drying
to develop color and flavor.
Both teas have delicious round
and smooth characters, which blend
well with other teas to create many
interesting and healthy combinations. Honeybush differs slightly
from Rooibos, having peppery notes
with less sweetness.
Rooibos and Honeybush contain
powerful antioxidants, which can
empower your immune system—so
enjoy cup after cup of these remarkable Certified Organic teas every day!

Red Tea Assortment
25 each of our organic Red teas. Rooibos,
Honeybush, Red Vanilla and Red Passion,
each delicate, exotic and caffeine-free.
R1135 $25.95

Four Box Gift
All 4 of our Red teas, wrapped as a gift.
R800 $12.00

Red Tea Chest

A

Assortments of Red teas
packaged in beautifully designed
and reusable wooden chest from
sustainably grown and managed
Indian forests.

A.

Collection Chest

(40 assorted Red teas)

R627 $15.95
B.

Sampler Chest

(6 assorted Red teas)

R640 $4.95

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com

B
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DESSERT TEAS

Caffe ine-Free

Irresistible Dessert Teas

Originally designed as “after
dinner teas,” these blends,
themselves, are like irresistible
desserts. Yet with no caffeine
and only 3 calories!* Dark and
rich in the cup, with nut and
caramel-like undertones and
fruity, spicy top notes, these
herbal teas brew full-bodied
enough to add a splash of milk
and a little sweetener.

Cherries Jubilee

is a luscious herbal tea
combining the sweet flavor
of ripe cherries with toasted
almonds. Serve hot with
frothy milk or iced,
garnished with sweet bing
cherries in the summertime!

Caramel Peach
with Coconut
is a full-bodied, delicious
herbal tea, combining the
flavors of sun-ripened
peaches with buttery caramel and coconut. Delicious
hot, of course, but surprisingly wonderful iced!

Coconut Vanilla

combines the exotic and
delicious flavors of rich
and round vanilla with real,
buttery organic coconut.
While warming and satisfying on a cool afternoon or
evening, this tea also lends
itself to the addition of
milk and sweetener.

Tangerine
Almond

Vanilla
Cream Spice

Raspberry
Cream Caramel

is a rich and smooth herbal
tea with the heady flavors
of fresh tangerines and
toasted almonds. Delicious
served hot all by itself or
with milk and extra
sweetener. Or fabulous
iced with orange slices for
garnish.

is a full-bodied herbal tea
with the perfect match of
rounded vanilla and sweet
cinnamon. Malty, smooth
and chocolatey, all at the
same time, Vanilla Cream
Spice is perfect at the end
of an evening meal, with a
dessert, or as the dessert
itself.

is a round and mellow
herbal tea, combining the
flavors of creamy caramel
and vine-ripened raspberries. Wonderful hot, with
or without milk, or over ice,
with berries for garnish.

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com
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*Calories derived from barley, which also contains gluten.

Carob Mint

combines the round and
delicious flavors of
chocolaty carob, barley and
Rooibos with heady spearmint, creating the perfect
after dinner tea. Add a
splash of milk and a touch
of honey or agave for a special treat!

Lemon Ginger

is a rounded, smooth herbal
tea perfectly pairing the
flavors of ripe lemons with
exotic, tangy ginger. Both
lemon and ginger lovers
will be very happy with this
balanced blend of 100%
organic herbs.

Dessert Tea
Assortment
A full 100 of our popular,
caffeine-free Dessert teas,
assorted among 8 flavors.
R1151 $25.95

Four Box Gift
4 of our wonderful Dessert teas, wrapped as a gift.

R618 $12.00

A

Dessert Tea Chest
Assortments of Dessert teas
packaged in beautifully designed
and reusable wooden chest from
sustainably grown and managed
Indian forests.

A.

Collection Chest

(40 assorted Dessert teas)

R623 $15.95
B.

Sampler Chest

(6 assorted Dessert teas)

R639 $4.95

Caramel Peach with Coconut
Vanilla Cream Spice
Raspberry Cream Caramel
Tangerine Almond
Cherries Jubilee
Lemon Ginger
Carob Mint
Coconut Vanilla

B
INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

UNWRAPPED

8 Bags $ 2.95 25 Bags $ 5.50

100 Bags $ 14.00

R2093
R2091
R2092
R2090
R2094
R2095
R2246
R2245

R2593
R2591
R2592
R2590
R2594
R2595
R2546
R2545

R229
R227
R228
R223
R262
R196
R170
R171

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.
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TEAS with HONEY

Caffe ine-Free

Real organic dried honey in each tea bag

dissolves instantly in the cup, giving all of the distinctive varieties
a subtle sweetness. Unique, caffeine-free herbal blends with only
18 calories in every cup!

French Vanilla

perfectly balances mellow
chamomile, rounded rooibos and chocolatey carob,
with organic dried honey
in each bag. This tea has a
deep true vanilla character
with just the right touch of
sweetness and slight caramel finish. Caffeine-free,
and perfect to serve as a
dessert!

French Vanilla
Bing Cherry wih Almond
Meyer Lemon
Spearmint Orange Spice

16

Bing Cherry with
Almond

combines the delicious
flavors of ripe cherries
and toasted almonds in
an all herbal base of relaxing chamomile, smooth
Rooibos and chocolatey
carob, all caffeine-free.
Dried honey in each bag
adds just right touch of
sweetness to every cup.
Delicious hot or iced. Fullbodied enough to add milk.

Meyer Lemon

is a unique combination of
relaxing chamomile, round
and mellow Rooibos and
lemony Lemon Myrtle,
with just the right amount
of real organic dried honey
in every tea bag. Light and
fruity, wonderful either hot
or iced. Lemon lovers will
be very happy!

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

UNWRAPPED

8 Bags $ 2.95 25 Bags $ 5.50

100 Bags $ 14.00

R2040
R2039
R2044
R2045

R2540
R2539
R2537
R2538

R200
R222
R218
R169

Spearmint
Orange Spice

is a creative combination
of freshly dried mint and
other herbs, with real dried
honey in every tea bag. This
tea has a light true fruit
character with just the right
touch of cinnamony sweetness and sprightly spearmint
finish. Wonderful served
hot, Spearmint Orange
Spice makes a flavorful,
refreshing iced tea,
completely caffeine-free.

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.

Honey Tea
Assortment
100 of our caffeine-free
Honey teas, 25 each of 4
flavors.
R1169 $25.95

Four Box Gift
All 4 of our Honey teas,
wrapped as a gift.
R613 $12.00

A

Honey Tea Chest
Assortments of Honey teas
packaged in beautifully designed
and reusable wooden chest
from sustainably grown and
managed Indian forests.

A.

Collection Chest

(40 assorted Honey teas)

R659 $15.95
B.

Sampler Chest

(6 assorted Honey teas)

R676 $4.95

B

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com
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CHAI
Simply, chai means “tea”—brewed strong and spicy, then mellowed with
a portion of milk and sweetener. Our distinctive blends offer black teas as well as
herbals, and an array of intriguing, exotic spices.

Caffe ine-Free

Herbal
Classic Chai

has all of the richness and
spiciness of our Classic
Chai—but without the caffeine! Exotic organic herbs
and spices join to make a
robust but mellow drink.
Full-bodied enough to
allow the addition of milk
to create the traditional
recipe. Also delicious iced,
as in a chai latte.

Classic Chai *
Herbal Classic Chai
Mandarian Chai with Anise
Rooibos Spiced Chai

18

Caffe ine-Free

Mandarin Chai
with Anise

combines superior organic
Indian tea with other traditional organic herbs and
spices to create a potent
spicy cup of tea, lending
itself well to the addition
of milk and sweetener. A
touch of anise is the secret
surprise ingredient, which
makes this blend so popular. Fabulous with milk and
honey. Delicious over ice!

Rooibos
Spiced Chai

combines superior organic
South African Rooibos
with other organic herbs
and spices to create a
potent, spicy cup of tea.
Sweet cinnamon makes a
pronounced statement in
this completely caffeinefree blend, which is also
full-bodied and delicious,
served by itself, or with
frothy milk.

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

UNWRAPPED

8 Bags $ 2.95 25 Bags $ 5.50

100 Bags $ 14.00

R2041
R2043
R2042
R2046

R2541
R2543
R2542
R2547

R184
R185
R234
R235

Classic Chai *

combines superior organic
Indian tea with a heady
medley of organic spices
to create a rich and potent
cup of tea. Serve by itself,
or the traditional way, with
milk and sweetener or serve
“chai lattes” over ice. A
full-bodied and perfectly
balanced organic classic!

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.

* FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

A

Chai Assortment
A full 100 of our exotic Chais, 25 of each flavor.
R1176 $25.95

Four Box Gift
All 4 of our spicy Chais, wrapped as a gift.
R616 $12.00

Chai Tea Chest

A

Assortment of Chais packaged in
beautifully designed and reusable
wooden chest from sustainably
grown and managed Indian forests.

A.

Collection Chest

(40 assorted Chai teas)

R625 $15.95
B.

Sampler Chest

(6 assorted Chai teas)

R633 $4.95

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com
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CLASSIC TEAS
Something for everyone—including

traditional teas, fruit and spicy blends,
complex herbals and full-bodied decaffeinated varieties. Each signature flavor will
taste exactly as you expect—robust, true
and familiar.
D E C A F F E I N AT E D

English Breakfast * Earl Grey *
brings you the enjoyment of
this all organic favorite without any caffeine! Rich and
full-bodied, with high-grown
flavor, specific to the Nilgiri
region of India. Accentuate
the fullness of this tea with
a splash of milk or a little
sweetener, if you like. Also
delicious iced!

is a combination of superior
organic black tea from India
and natural oil of bergamot.
This delicate tea was created for the Second Earl of
Grey in the 1800’s, and has
remained a popular favorite
ever since. Oil of bergamot
is extracted from the fruit
of a citrus tree native to the
Mediterranean and has an
exotic lemon-orange flavor
with hints of lavender.

Vanilla Essence

English Breakfast *

Cinnamon Apple

Lemon Mango

is one of our renowned
vanilla teas. Rounded and
chocolatey organic carob
accentuates the light but lively organic black tea. Luscious
with a splash of milk and a
little sweetener, like a chai.
Of course Vanilla Essence
tastes wonderfully delicious
hot, but also makes a great
iced latte.
combines the flavors of
sweet cinnamon and freshlyharvested apples in a base
of mild organic black tea.
Cinnamon Apple has always
been one of our most popular! Serve with some frothy
milk to create an apple chai!
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tradition at its best in this
full-bodied organic Indian
Assam tea! Rounded and
malty, English Breakfast
lends itself well to the addition of milk and sweetener.
Or try it over ice with fresh
lemon! Another classic
now healthfully organic.

blends robust organic black
tea, organic citrus peel and
exotic tropical flavors. We
balance sweet-tart essences
of passion fruit, lemon,
mango and guava with a
hearty black tea. Perfect hot
or iced.

* FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

Spiced Peach

Cherry Vanilla

Spiced Raspberry

Spiced Pear

blends the flavor of sun-ripened peaches with organic
cinnamon and cloves in a
full-bodied organic black tea.
Spiced Peach has a delightful natural sweetness, and
becomes a peach chai when
you add some frothy milk.
Or serve over ice, garnished
with ripe peach slices in the
summertime.

is a smooth full-bodied
blend of organic black tea,
organic herbs and rich
vanilla flavor. Creamy, true
vanilla, perfectly compliments the slight astringency
of the black tea we use in
this blend. Delicious with a
little milk and sweetener.

captures the essence of ripe
raspberries in a robust organic black tea, naturally sweet
with cinnamon and cloves.
One of our most popular
blends, Spiced Raspberry
becomes a raspberry chai
with the addition of frothy
milk and sweetener!

combines sweet organic cinnamon and pungent cloves
with the heady essence of
fresh pears. Almost dessert-like in character, this
tea is rounded and flavorful,
delicious hot or iced. Robust
organic black tea perfectly
complements the fragrant,
subtle flavors of pears and
penetrating spices.

Caffe ine-Free

Caffe ine-Free

Cranberry Orange

Chamomile & Fruit

blends the delicious flavors
of fresh fruit with all
organic herbs--chamomile,
pungent rosehips and tart
hibiscus. One of our most
popular herbal teas, Herbal
Cranberry Orange is completely caffeine-free and
delicious both hot, served
with a little honey, or iced,
garnished with orange slices.

Decaf. English Breakfast *
Earl Grey *
Vanilla Essence
English Breakfast *
Cinnamon Apple
Lemon Mango
Spiced Peach
Cherry Vanilla
Spiced Raspberry
Herbal Cranberry Orange
Spiced Pear
Herbal Chamomile & Fruit

herbal tea combines the
natural sweet character of
premium organic Egyptian
chamomile with the fresh
fruit flavors of orange,
lemon and the sweet tartness of rosehips. Delicious
hot, served with additional
lemon and a touch of honey,
or iced, garnished with
slices of citrus fruit.

INDIVIDUALLY
WRAPPED

UNWRAPPED

8 Bags 25 Bags
$ 2.95 $ 5.50

100 Bags
$ 14.00

R2121
R2139
R2197
R2138
R2130
R2144
R2136
R2125
R2137
R2128
R2127
R2148

R2621
R2639
R2697
R2638
R2630
R2644
R2636
R2625
R2637
R2628
R2627
R2648

R288
R279
R295
R278
R270
R280
R276
R244
R277
R292
R179
R283

Also available in a box
of eight tea bags and
box of 100.

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com
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D E C A F F E I N AT E D

Vanilla Essence

Wild Strawberry

Darjeeling *

Orange Spice

Cinnamon Vanilla Apricot Essence

blends the luscious flavor
of just-picked strawberries
with a round and malty
organic black tea. Delicious
with a touch of milk and
sweetener—and equally
lovely over ice, with a fresh
strawberry for garnish.

blends the sweet tartness
of organic Valencia orange
peel with exotic spices in a
full-flavored organic black
tea. Naturally sweet and
pungent cinnamon enhances
the rounded maltiness of
the tea. Add a splash of milk
and this tea will remind you
of chai. Or serve iced with
orange slices.

Caffe ine-Free

Considered one of the most
complex and uniquely flavored
of all teas, this Darjeeling
offers rich, wine-like undertones in combination with
clear, slightly floral top notes.
Light and elegant at once.
Usually served without milk.
But delicious iced.

Sweet organic cinnamon
and nutty vanilla add to the
round and deep qualities
of the black tea we use to
create this popular blend.
Wonderful served hot, adding milk and a little honey,
if you like. Or try this tea
as an iced latte.

D E C A F F E I N AT E D

Peppermint & Spice Earl Grey *
is a heady combination of
aromatic organic peppermint
leaf and pungent sweet
spices. This tea is all herbal
and has no caffeine so it can
be enjoyed any time of day.
Savor this blend after dinner
as a relaxing, cleansing end
to a meal. Delicious iced!

Wild Strawberry
Darjeeling *
Decaf. Vanilla Essence
Apricot Essence
Irish Breakfast *
Herbal Peppermint & Spice
Herbal Berry Essence
Cinnamon Vanilla
Orange Spice
Decaf. Earl Grey *
Decaf. Cinnamon Apple
Decaf. Spiced Raspberry

blends superior organic
decaffeinated black tea from
South India with pungent
oil of bergamot. This tea
has full body and lots of
flavor, like our regular Earl
Grey, but without the caffeine. Citrusy—with hints
of lavender. Delicious and
sophisticated over ice!

is one of our renowned
vanilla teas. Rounded and
chocolatey organic carob
accentuates the light but
robust organic black decaffeinated tea. Luscious with
a splash of milk and a little
sweetener. Serve for dessert
at the end of an evening
meal!

combines a light and flavorful organic Indian black
tea with lemony Australian
Lemon Myrtle and a very
true natural apricot essence.
Like the fruit itself, this
flavor has a tart but rounded
character, delicately balanced
with the tea's astringency.

Berry Essence

boldly blends mellow
Rooibos with organic rosehips and hibiscus for fruity
tartness, then a touch of
cinnamon for just the right
sweetness. Try rosy-colored
Herbal Berry Essence iced
for a refreshing cold beverage in warmer weather.

Irish Breakfast *

A robust marriage of two
wonderful organic teas!
Rich and malty Assam
creates a round base for
the addition of light and
fragrant Sri Lankan black
tea. Hearty and stout for
morning awakening, this tea
takes milk and sweetener
wonderfully.

D E C A F F E I N AT E D

D E C A F F E I N AT E D

combines the sweet flavors
of organic cinnamon and
freshly-harvested apples in a
base of 98% organic decaffeinated tea. Delicious hot
or iced, with just a splash
of milk. Light bodied, but
rich.

captures the essence of
fresh raspberries, bursting
with flavor. Exotic Korintji
cinnamon and heady cloves
add a spicy sweetness,
rounding out the blend,
while balancing the fresh
fruit tones. This tea is
naturally decaffeinated for
your enjoyment any time
of day.

Cinnamon Apple Spiced Raspberry

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

UNWRAPPED

8 Bags $ 2.95 25 Bags* $ 5.50

100 Bags $ 14.00

R2146
R2132
R2126
R2123
R2133
R2134
R2194
R2129
R2131
R2143
R2140
R2120

Caffe ine-Free

R2446
R2632
R2626
R2623
R2633
R2434
R2494
R2629
R2431
R2471
R2470
R2411

R285
R226
R296
R242
R232
R274
R293
R260
R271
R289
R286
R241

Also available in a box of eight
tea bags and box of 100.

*Comes in a simple resealable bag.

SPECIAL OFFER...GET 3 FREE

Order $30 or more and choose 3 free 8-Count
Boxes of tea bags from any of our 8-Count Teas
(a $9 value).
New Customers - Product # R1001
Returning Customers - Product # R1010
See SPECIAL OFFERS page 42.
* FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the lives of workers in tea-producing countries.
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Traditional Assortment
R1175 $25.95

Also Available

Classic Decaf. and
Herbal Assortment
R1158 $25.95

Classic Tea Assortment
Our Best-Selling Assortment holds 100 of our best
selling Classic teas... our widest single serve selection!

R1150 $25.95

Tea Collection and Sampler Chests

Assortment of organic teas packaged in beautifully designed and reusable wooden chest
from sustainably grown and managed Indian forests.
A

Traditional Tea Chests
B

A. Collection - (40 assorted Traditional teas)

R660 $15.95
B. Sampler - (6 assorted Traditional teas)

R646 $4.95

A

Classic Decaf. and
Herbal Tea Chests
A. Collection - (40 assorted Decaf. and Herbal teas)

B

R629 $15.95
B. Sampler - (6 assorted Decaf. and Herbal teas)

R656 $4.95

A

B

Classic Tea Chests
A. Collection - (40 assorted Classic teas)

R622 $15.95
B. Sampler - (6 assorted Classic teas)

R636 $4.95
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* FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

ELEGANTLY PACKAGED
Organic Tea Samplers
4 Box Gift Assortments
Davidson combines it's most popular Classic teas,
wrapped with a gold cord that creates fantastic
assortments. If you haven't tried our Classic teas
what better way to start. They also make great gifts
for any occasion for friends and family.

Classic Decaf. Gift Set
R610 $12.00

Classic Herbal Gift Set
R611 $12.00

These simply, but elegantly packaged
organic sampler boxes offer a large
selection of healthy teas for you or
friends to savor day after day. Ready
for gift giving.

Classic Gift Set
R614 $12.00

Our Most Complete Selection 48 Teas
48 Teas R652 $127.99
SELECTION OF 24 Teas
Black and Green Teas

R668 $67.95

Herbal and Decaf. Varieties R651 $67.95

SELECTION OF 12 Teas
Black and Green Teas

Traditional Gift Set
R648 $12.00

R653 $35.99

Herbal and Decaf. Varieties R654 $35.99

SELECTION OF 8 Teas
Black and Green Teas

R412 $23.99

Herbal and Decaf. Varieties R413 $23.99

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com
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LOOSE - LEAF TEAS
Discover The Joy Of Brewing Whole Leaf Teas
Davidson’s offers some of the world’s freshest, purest, most beautiful and delicious
organic teas, herbs and spices. Our teas come directly from our own gardens in India,
as well as from other small organic tea estates, all over the world! These include
many rare and exclusive limited edition premium teas, available only from us.

ALL OF OUR
LOOSE LEAF TEAS ARE
CERTIFIED ORGANIC
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Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

A

Sampler Bag

Bulk Bag

Textured rice paper
bag with resealabe
zipper. Each sampler
bag is 2 oz. and
makes approx. 40
to 60 cups.

A re-sealable
kraft bag
for one pound
and multi
pound orders.

B

Choosing The Right Item Number...
When ordering

ordering
A tea in a Sampler B When
tea in a Bulk
Bag use gold
item #

R6349 $7.87

Bag use black
item #

R9089 $20.50

Check website for more information on
our 8 oz (1/2 lb) offerings.

ORGANIC SPECIAL BLENDS
Some of our most popular and exclusive blends.

Christmas Tea

Orange Spice

Jasmine Almond with
Orange

Special Blends Package Fine black tea, cinnamon, Robust black tea with orange First grade jasmine tea with
Each tea you order comes with cloves, orange peel, mint with essence, cinnamon, cloves pure orange oil and peel.
specific labeling and brewing rose petals and spices.
and allspice.
instructions.
R6349 $7.87 R9089 $20.50 R6352 $7.51 R9071 $20.50 R6399 $7.40 R9084 $20.50
Spring Cup

Cinnamon Apple

Spiced Peach

Spiced Raspberry

Lovely fragrant green tea
with scarlet blooms for a
small pot.
R6204 10 pcs $16.62

Our best-selling flavored black
tea, with cinnamon, fresh apple
essence and organic apples.
R6341 $7.84 R9069 $21.00

True peach essence in a mild
black tea with cloves, and
cinnamon.
R6354 $7.02 R9072 $20.50

Natural ripe raspberry
essence in a fine black tea
with cinnamon and cloves.
R6355 $7.02 R9073 $20.50

Pu-erh Black

Licorice Tea

Tropical Flower

Valentine Tea

Hearty black tea blended
with star anise and natural
licorice essence.
R6379 $7.51 R9086 $20.50

An elegant blend of premium organic black tea, natural tropical essences and
beautiful organic flowers.
R6435 $7.07 R9085 $24.00

Flavorful and rich organic
Indian white tea, sprinkled
with lovely organic scarlet
roses and lightly scented with
fragrant rose oil.
R6307 $10.21 R9111 $20.50

NEW

Highly-prized and complex
black (ripened) aged Pu-erh
tea with a deep earthy and
woodsy flavor profile, and
brownish liquor.
R6400 $8.67 R9400 $30.00
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Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

ORGANIC TRADITIONAL TEAS and TEA BLENDS
From great tea estates of the world, setting superior standards and
blended to create a magical union and complimentary flavors.
FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS - Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the
lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

Dunsandle Nilgiri

Earl Grey w/Lavender

Singell FTGFOP1 Darjeeling

Traditional Tea Package Now available in the US, a sim- Our excellent Earl Grey Golden tipped 2nd flush tea
Each tea you order comes with ply wonderful black tea with augmented with French with fragrant honey tones
specific labeling and brewing the depth of the best Nilgiris. lavender petals.
and beautiful golden color.
instructions.
R6303 $7.91 R9024 $27.00 R6336 $7.14 R9032 $20.50 R6301 $9.21 R9041 $28.00
Keemun Congou

Assam (Banaspaty)

English Breakfast

Red in the cup, tightly twisted leaf with excellent lightly
smoked character.
R6309 $6.29 R9027 $20.50

Malty, full flavored black tea.
Wonderful with milk. From
famed organic Indian estate.
R6403 $7.64 R9037 $24.50

A well-balanced traditional
blend of robust Indian black
and Keemun teas.
R6311 $7.19 R9028 $20.00

Ceylon OP Black

Oothu Black FOP

Irish Breakfast

Rich, “breakfast-type” Sri
Lankan tea, excellent with
milk.
R6404 $7.84 R9038 $26.50

Bio-dynamically produced
South Indian black tea.
Balanced and flavorful.
R6402 $6.95 R9036 $20.00

A full-bodied black tea
blend of premium Ceylon
and Assam teas.
R6378 $7.01 R9034 $21.00

Rose Congou

Earl Grey

Russian Caravan

Choosing The Right
Item Number...
Sampler Bag
When ordering tea
in a Sampler Bag use
gold item #

R6349 $7.87
Bulk Bag
When ordering tea
in a Bulk Bag use
black item #

R9089 $20.50
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Delicately scented rich black
tea with scarlet organic rose
petals.
R6305 $7.49 R9026 $22.00

Traditional premium blended black tea with natural oil
of bergamot.
R6312 $7.26 R9029 $20.50

A rich blend of Sri Lankan
black tea and fine Indian
Assam.
R6377 $6.24 R9033 $20.00

Check website for more
information on our 8 oz
(1/2 lb) offerings.

Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

GREEN TEAS
We offer a very large variety of both unblended and exclusive blends
of organic green teas from both India and China.

Green Tea Garden

Moroccan Green w/Mint

Sun, Moon and Stars

Each tea you order comes
with specific labeling and
brewing instructions.

Beautiful and full-flavored
green tea with spices and
berry flavors.
R6414 $6.66 R9065 $20.50

A delicate combination of
light green tea and mint,
delicious with honey.
R6415 $7.41 R9066 $21.00

A delightful blend of jasmine, oolong and gunpowder
green teas.
R6310 $7.44 R9040 $22.00

Earl of Grey Green

Green w/Lemon Ginseng

Imperial Green

Green Leaves Blue Sky

An exotic blend of citrusy
oil of bergamot and delicate
green tea.
R6316 $7.31 R9057 $20.00

Flavorful green tea with
sweet ginseng and true
lemon.
R6413 $6.95 R9064 $20.00

Excellent Indian green tea
from bio-dynamic estate,
light and flavorful.
R6412 $7.26 R9063 $20.50

Fresh green Sencha of the
best quality with shockingly
blue organic corn flowers.
R6333 $8.09 R9059 $31.00

Genmaicha

Gunpowder Green

Mao Jian Jasmine

Sencha

A special Japanese blend of
fine green tea, toasted and
popped rice.
R6314 $7.52 R9056 $18.50

Tightly rolled “pellet” shaped
green tea from China with a
strong deep flavor.
R6409 $7.78 R9062 $20.00

Light, but rich green tea
with the delicate scent of
aromatic jasmine flowers.
R6329 $8.71 R9031 $28.00

The freshest, greenest, most
beautiful Sencha with a
light but full character.
R6396 $8.71 R9061 $27.00

Matcha Green Powder

Jasmine Rose

Matcha is unfermented green
tea grounded into a fine
green powder, yielding a
non-bitter taste.
R6503 $9.76 R9118 $63.00

Balanced blend of rose and
jasmine scented teas with
beautiful roses.
R6313 $9.21 R9030 $28.00

Green Tea Package

Green Chai w/ Orange Peel Kukicha

Indian green tea blended
with an array of spices, plus
beautiful organic orange peel.
R6416 $8.12 R9047 $20.50

Roasted and toasty, very
rich and round with earthy,
woodsy notes, from dried
stems of the tea plant.
R6324 $6.63 R9058 $27.00
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WHITE TEAS

CHAIS

Exclusive white
peony-style tea from
India and exquisite
silver needles from
China—plus a selection of delicious
blends—all USDA
Certified Organic.

Exotic spiced teas, just
add steamed or hot
milk and sweetener.

White Tea Package

Masala Rooibos Chai

Chai Package

Beautiful sweet and peppery
Each tea you order comes with herbal Rooibos with abundant
specific labeling and brewing spices.
instructions.
R6107 $8.98 R9043 $22.50

Each tea you order comes with
specific labeling and brewing
instructions.
White Peony

White Orange w/Clove

Spiced Rooibos Chai

Green Chai w/Orange Peel

Wonderfully light with“chocolate” undertones, picked at
its peak for ultimate flavor.
R6410 $8.16 R9003 $39.00

Combines our chocolaty White
Peony Tea with tangy orange
peel and pungent cloves.
R6101 $8.36 R9001 $41.00

Caffeine-free South African
rooibos with cinnamon, cloves,
and natural spice oils.
R6417 $8.24 R9049 $20.50

Indian green tea blended with
an array of spices, plus beautiful organic orange peel.
R6416 $8.12 R9047 $20.50

White Spicy Raspberry

Silver Needles

Licorice Chai

Mandarin Chai w/Anise

White tea with light raspberry, sweet spices, and purple mallow flowers.
R6100 $8.36 R9000 $41.00

Exquisite tea, consisting
of spring-harvested silver
down-covered buds, prized
for rich flavor and medicinal
benefits.
R6433 $21.61 R9004 $119.00

Peppery herbal blend of
rich Masala chai and sweet
licorice root.
R6122 $7.14 R9048 $25.00

Beautiful, full-flavored black
tea, chai spices, anise and
mandarin orange essence.
R6322 $7.87 R9046 $20.50

Classic Chai

Herbal Classic Chai

Premium black tea, cardamom, cinnamon and clovesthe perfect cup of chai.
R6320 $7.87 R9044 $20.50

Premium herb blend with
chamomile, cardamom, cinnamon cloves and vanilla,
very full-bodied.
R6321 $7.26 R9045 $20.50

White Spicy Peach
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Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

Chocolaty white tea with
sunny peach flavor, sweet
spices and flecked with
calendula flowers.
R6105 $8.36 R9002 $41.00

FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

HERBAL TEAS

Caffe ine-Free

Exotic spiced teas made luxurious by the addition of steamed or hot
milk and sweetener.

Herbal Lemon Medley

Herbal Tea Package

A lemon delight with lemon
Each tea you order comes grass, lemon verbena, and
with specific labeling and Australian lemon myrtle.
brewing instructions.
R6367 $6.89 R9016 $22.50
Herbal Christmas Tea

Herbal Spicy Mint

Herbal Licorice Spice

One of our most popular
herbal blends with sweet
cinnamon and mint.
R6363 $6.60 R9013 $20.00

Rich and spicy herbal blend
with lots of cinnamon, anise
seed and licorice root.
R6123 $8.67 R9023 $25.00

Herbal Lemon Spearmint Herbal Chamomile & Fruit Mezclado de Maté
ns
tai ine
n
Co affe
C

Sweet cinnamon blend with Naturally sweet herbal blend
spices and pungent mint.
with delicious lemon myrtle
and mint.
R6306 $7.34 R9087 $21.00 R6326 $6.18 R9006 $22.00

Our best selling herbal blend
with natural sweetness and
complex fruit flavors.
R6364 $6.48 R9014 $20.00

Our special blend of this So.
American herbal tea, with cinnamon, zesty orange & lemon.
R6339 $8.21 R9009 $24.00

Herbal Cranberry Orange

Herbal Berry Essence

Herbal Floral Fields

Mulling Spices

Tart cranberries, rosehips,
and hibiscus with sweet orange essence.
R6359 $7.78 R9012 $20.00

A full-bodied herbal tea
with strong berry notes and
sweet chamomile flavors.
R6369 $7.19 R9076 $20.00

Simply chamomile and a
medley of beautiful organic
flowers.
R6337 $5.34 R9005 $21.00

Our combination of pungent
seasonal spices and warm apple
cider transforms any event!
R008 $5.00 R9123 $20.50

Herbal Garden Harvest

Herbal Orange Spice

Té de Hibiscus

Herbal Seasons

A fresh fruit medley with
orange and lemon peel,
rosehips, and chamomile.
R6366 $8.67 R9015 $25.00

Sweet Korinjte cinnamon
with orange peel, rosehips
and Valencia orange oil.
R6368 $8.59 R9017 $20.50

The classic Latin herbal iced
tea blend, bursting with flavor
and gorgeous ruby color.
R6338 $6.57 R9008 $22.00

Clean fresh fruit character
from tart hibiscus and sweet
seasonal spices. Brilliant red
in the cup.
R6308 $8.21 R9088 $21.00
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Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

Caffe ine-Free

OOLONG TEAS

RED TEAS

Semi-fermented
teas from premiere
gardens.

Anti-oxidant rich,
caffeine free herbal
tea. Delicious tea-like
flavor, red in the cup,
very soothing.

Quilan China Oolong

South African Rooibos

Oolong Tea Package

Red Tea Package

Mountain Copper Oolong Formosa Style Oolong

Red Vanilla

South African Honeybush

Round and sweet vanilla perfectly accompanies similar
characteristics in the Rooibos.
R6102 $7.41 R9050 $21.50

Sweet & mellow“red tea,” similar to rooibos, but sweeter and
with slight peppery notes.
R6419 $7.64 R9054 $20.00

Earl Grey Red

South African Green Rooibos

Excellent China Oolong with
Each tea you order comes with long wiry, curling leaf and
specific labeling and brewing deep nutty- woodsy flavor.
instructions.
R6401 $8.02 R9035 $40.00

Exquisite claret-like high
grown Indian oolong with
buttery aroma and flavor.
R6431 $7.43 R9042 $36.00

Choosing The Right
Item Number...
Sampler Bag
When ordering tea
in a Sampler Bag use
gold item #

Delicate, orchid-like oolong
with light and sweet milky
character.
R6483 $12.33 R9039 $39.00

Rich and full-bodied “red
Each tea you order comes with tea,” caffeine free, full of
specific labeling and brewing vitamins and antioxidants.
instructions.
R6418 $8.02 R9053 $20.00

The traditional classic in an
Matcha Rooibos Powder all-herbal, caffeine free version.
R6103 $7.80 R9051 $21.50
NEW

Unfermented “red tea,” milder
than rooibos with a fresh
sweet flavor antioxidant rich.
R6420 $8.31 R9055 $21.50

Red and Green

Red Passion

Healthy and delicious red
and green (unfermented)
Rooibos, blended beautifully.
R6106 $7.41 R9052 $21.50

Combines our Rooibos with
natural passion fruit & other
tropical flavors to create a
fruity tea.
R6127 $7.80 R9105 $21.50

R6349 $7.87
Bulk Bag
When ordering tea
in a Bulk Bag use
black item #

R9089 $20.50
Check website for more
information on our 8 oz
(1/2 lb) offerings.
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South African rooibos grounded into a fine red powder
with highly concentrated
anti-oxidants and yielding
a non-bitter taste. It is a
rich, aromatic and flavorful
herbal tea.
R6128 $9.76 R9128 $63.00

Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

DECAFFEINATED TEAS
98% non-caffeinated leaf teas in our most popular flavors. Our organic
tea has been decaffeinated, using a USDA approved CO2 process,
which allows the most caffeine removal, while maintaining maximum
integrity of the tea. 2% of the original caffeine remains in the leaf.
Decaf. Spiced Peach

Decaf. Tea Package

Decaf. black tea with pure
Each tea you order comes with peach essence and sweet
specific labeling and brewing spices.
instructions.
R6374 $8.94 R9080 $26.50

Decaf. Black

Decaf. Earl Grey

Fine black tea from premiere Decaf. black tea with natural
South Indian estate, non- oil of bergamot.
chemically decaffeinated.
R6304 $7.88 R9106 $28.00 R6372 $6.79 R9078 $22.50
Decaf. Eng. Breakfast

Decaf. Cinnamon Apple Decaf. Spiced Raspberry Decaf. Green

Fine green tea from premiere Decaf. black tea, delicious
South Indian organic garden, with a touch of milk.
non-chemically decaffeinated.
R6390 $7.55 R9107 $33.00 R6373 $7.84 R9079 $26.50

Decaf. black tea with
Korinjte cinnamon and
natural apple essence.
R6371 $8.47 R9077 $26.50

Decaf. black tea with ripe
raspberry black essence and
pungent spices.
R6375 $7.37 R9081 $26.50

Decaf. French Vanilla

FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED TEAS - Guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the
lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

Extra-Fine Tea Infuser with Dish

Decaf. black tea with rich
carob and natural vanilla.
R6357 $6.90 R9074 $26.50

Turn your favorite coffee mug to your favorite tea mug! This ExtraFine Tea Infuser with Tea Dish is complete with a stainless-steel
hook and grip to fit in most tea cups.
The infuser gives you a perfect
even brew every time, and enables
you to brew fine teas such as
Rooibos to Oolong teas. Use the
dish as an infuser holder when done
brewing. It is easily cleanable under
the faucet or in the dishwasher.
With this infuser, brewing your
favorite cup of tea is now easier than
ever! Comes individually boxed.
R456 $12.50

Did you know ?
Brewing Times
”Brewing times and
water temperatures differ”

Black, White & Oolong Teas - 3-5 minutes at boiling
Green Teas - 2-3 minutes at just under boiling
Red & Herbal Teas - 5-7 minutes at boiling
For best results always use filtered water.
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LOOSE - LEAF TEAS

Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

HERBS
Whether for medicinal use, to steep an aromatic cup of herbal tea—or
simply to add additional flavor to any cup of tea—all of our pure and
fresh herbs are USDA Certified Organic from organic farmers worldwide, meaning that they have been grown and sterilized according to
the strict rules of the National Organic Program.
Rosehips

Herb Tea Package

Tangy & sweet, beautiful colEach tea you order comes with or, a healthy herbal tea which
specific labeling and brewing can be eaten once brewed.
instructions.
R6351 $7.78 R9011 $19.00

Spearmint Leaves

Hibiscus Flowers

Pure pungent mint flavor
with round characteristics,
wonderful iced.
R6429 $5.77 R9020 $20.00

Large red flowers brewing ruby red and high in
vitamin C.
R6384 $7.04 R9018 $22.00

Chamomile Flowers

Anise Seed

Lemon Myrtle

Peppermint Leaves

Containing the most “citral”
(lemon flavor) of any plant
in the world.
R6428 $14.75 R9019 $49.50

Strong and flavorful, won- Beautiful yellow flowers Mild, but round and full
licorice flavor and aroma.
derful aroma. Soothing and with buttery, sweet flavor.
refreshing after-dinner tea.
R6347 $5.80 R9010 $19.00 R6482 $5.24 R9022 $19.00 R6124 $8.95 R9108 $20.00

Choosing The Right
Item Number...
Sampler Bag
When ordering tea
in a Sampler Bag use
gold item #

R6349 $7.87
Bulk Bag
When ordering tea
in a Bulk Bag use
black item #

R9089 $20.50
Check website for more
information on our 8 oz
(1/2 lb) offerings.

t-sac
Open-ended paper tea
pouches for brewing your
favorite loose leaf tea. The
”t-sac” is disposable and biodegradable. Perfect for those
of us who can't bear to travel
without our loose leaf tea.
#2 is perfect for a mug or
small pots.
R442 $7.50 (100 Sacks)
#3 is perfect for average to
large teapots.
R443 $9.50 (100 Sacks)

Lavender Petals

Maté

Pure and fragrant lavender South American herb with
high antioxidants and
flowers.
energizing properties from
R9125 $25.00
potent caffeine.
R6430 $6.72 R9021 $21.00
Hibiscus Flowers C/S

#3

#2
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Tart and full of Vitamin C,
brews a lovely red. Cut and
sift grade.
R5224 $10.59 R9124 $18.00

Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

COCOA

ESSENCE TEAS

Sumptuous cocoa
blends, one with
fragrant vanilla and
another with hearty
spices. Use them
for both baking and
making extra rich
and delicious hot
cocoa. You’ll only
need to add milk
or any other dairy
alternative.

Premium blended
teas with classic
pure flavors.

Peach-Apricot Essence

Cocoa Package

Essence Tea Package

Each cocoa you order comes
with specific labeling and
brewing instructions.

Each tea you order comes
with specific labeling and
brewing instructions.

Premium black tea blended
with natural peach and
apricot essence.
R6358 $6.82 R9075 $19.00

French Vanilla Essence

Raspberry Essence

Holiday Cocoa

Ultimate Cocoa

Rich organic cocoa with sugar
and holiday spices—make
with milk or non-dairy.
R6436 $8.85 R9110 $12.00

Organic delicious double rich Premium black tea blended
cocoa powder, with sugar and with rounded vanilla flavor.
vanilla, but non-instant.
R6437 $8.50 R9109 $12.00 R6392 $7.46 R9082 $21.00

Premium blended black teas
with natural red raspberry
essence.
R6332 $6.59 R9068 $19.00

Spicy Chai Sugar

Lemon Essence w/ Peel Strawberry Essence

Spice up your chai with our
delicious ready-made Spiced
Chai Sugar. Excludes tin.
R503 $4.71 R403 $8.00

Flavorful lemon myrtle in
robust black tea blend with
colorful lemon peel.
R6345 $7.38 R9070 $19.00

Natural fresh strawberry essence in a base of premium
blended black tea.
R6394 $7.15 R9083 $19.00

Did you know ?
”The more space around tea leaves
allows better expansion and infusion”
Use any tea infuser you are particularly fond of, keeping in mind that more space around the
tea leaves allows better expansion and infusion. All our infusers are easy to clean, and will
last for many years. Paper Tea Sacs travel well, and will work for cups, mugs and pots—plus
they are bio-degradable. “Purists” often tout the two-teapot method, which allows for the
most leaf expansion. Simply brew the tea in one tea pot, and strain it into another!
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LOOSE - LEAF TEAS

Net weights for each
Sampler Bag is 2 oz. Makes approx.
40 to 60 cups.

TULSI TEAS
Tulsi, a type of basil plant (purple or green or mixed color varieties
consisting of Krishna, Rama and Vana), has been the cornerstone of
Ayurvedic medicine for over 5000 years. Also called ”Holy Basil,” this
sacred Indian herb has rich antioxidant and adaptogenic properties, which
promote wellness by enhancing the body’s immune system.

Tulsi Ginger Lemon
NEW

Tulsi Mango Peach
NEW

Tulsi Mint Medley
NEW

Tulsi
Tea Package
Each tea you order comes with
specific labeling and brewing A blend of three varieties of
Tulsi (Krishna, Rama and
instructions.
Vana) with ginger (helps with
motion sickness & nausea)
and lemon myrtle to create a
SPECIAL OFFER
delicous tartness with a kick
of ginger spice.
Buy any 3 packages of R6505 $6.60 R9129 	 $20.00

A blend of three varieties of
Tulsi (Krishna, Rama and
Vana) with Rooibos, Mango
and Peach essence to create
a delicious tropical brew with
high mineral and antioxidant
properties.
R6506 $6.00 R9130 $20.00

A blend of three varieties of
Tulsi (Krishna, Rama and
Vana) with heady peppermint and spearmint to create
the perfect balance of minty
flavors with mild stimulating and digestive properties.
R6507 $6.00 R9131 $20.00

Tulsi Chamomile Flower

Tulsi Rooibos Chai

Tulsi Signature Blend

Blended Tulsi, along with
beautiful and relaxing chamomile flowers.
R6438 $5.65 R9112 $20.00

Three varieties of Tulsi mixed
with South African Rooibos,
chai spices and licorice.
R6441 $6.60 R9115 $20.00

Blended Tulsi with peppermint
leaves, peppercorns, ginger
and sweet cinnamon bark.
R6443 $6.00 R9117 $20.00

Tulsi Hibiscus Flower

Tulsi Spicy Green

Tulsi Pure Leaves

Blended Tulsi, along with
tart hibiscus flowers, orange
peel and sweet cinnamon.
R6442 $6.00 R9116 $20.00

Three varieties of Tulsi blended
with fine Indian green tea,
cinnamon and whole cloves.
R6439 $7.19 R9113 $20.00

Three varieties of Tulsi,
(Krishna, Rama and Vana)
to create a minty and buttery
tasting blend.
R6440 $5.35 R9114 $19.00

GET 1 FREE
loose leaf tea and get
the 4th free*.
Product # R1004
See SPECIAL OFFERS
page 42.
*4th free item must be
of equal or lesser value of
any of the flavors in the
same package size.

Teapot for One
The perfect ”tea for one”
pot! Brew in this 18 oz.
pot, and then serve it in an
attached cup. Both pieces
fit nicely on their own
saucer. Comes boxed.

R8010 $15.00
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Impressively Present Your Organic Loose Leaf and Herbal Blends

Full Selection
Presentation Box

B

Holding 12 of the world’s rarest and most outstanding hand-formed organic teas and herbal blends, this
elegant lined and hinged wooden box will promise an
impressive finale to your dinner parties.
Clear lids protect teas when not in use.
R657 $68.00

Glass Teapot and Warmer
For beautifully demonstrating the magic of all
of these hand-formed teas, and also for keeping
the tea warm. Pot holds 26 ounces. Warmer
comes with a votive candle.

R792 $27.96

Presentation Box
Holds 6 varieties of rare, world class, hand-formed organic teas.

All Varieties Below $52.00
Green Teas - R398

Decaf. & Herbal - R404

Special Blends - R397

Decaffeinated - R399

Traditional - R396

Fruit & Flower - R404-1

Earl Grey Green
Green Tea Garden
Moroccan Mint
Sencha
Gunpowder
Lemon Ginseng Green
Orange Spice
Cinnamon Apple
Spiced Peach
Tropical Flower
Christmas Tea
Spiced Raspberry

Earl Grey
Irish Breakfast
English Breakfast
Singell Estate Darjeeling
Ceylon OP
Banaspaty Estate Assam

Herbal Orange Spice
Herbal Cranberry Orange
Decaf. English Breakfast
Herbal Chamomile & Fruit
Herbal Seasons 		
Rooibos Spiced Chai

Decaf. English Breakfast
Decaf. Earl Grey
Decaf. Green Tea
Decaf. Spiced Peach
Decaf. Spiced Raspberry
Decaf. French Vanilla
Rose Congou
Tropical Flower
Herbal Garden Harvest
Herbal Chamomile & Fruit
Te dé Hibiscus
Green Tea Garden
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The Facts
About Organic
and Health
Benefits of Tea

USDA Organic Certification assures you...
that our products have been grown and handled according to strict National Organic Program procedures, including labeling and lot coding.

”Tea cannot be washed like other fruits and vegetables.”
Because moisture initiates the oxidation process, harmful residues might remain on non-organic teas. Likewise, delicate
herbs cannot come in contact with water during processing. So they shouldn’t be sprayed in the first place.

”Avoid the possibility of any health risks from unwanted pesticides and herbicides.”
Some sprays were EPA approved before linking certain chemicals and cancer with other diseases. Some chemicals banned in
this country, still maybe used on conventionally grown tea overseas.

”Organic tea farmers protect our water, soil and wildlife.”
These farmers work in harmony with nature by respecting and conserving natural resources. Sustainable agricultural practices help insure a healthier planet for all of us, as well as for future generations

”Organic farmers, their families and animals are healthier.”
These tea and herb growers do not have to work and live in contact with harmful chemicals.

”The National Organic Program forbids GMO’s (genetically modified organisms).”
Our natural flavors lightly scent our fragrant teas without utilizing components containing controversial genetically modified
organisms (or gmo’s) or other prohibited chemicals.

”Organic tea helps promote the health and sustainability of our planet.”
A portion of our profits goes to support The Organic Center. This wonderful group’s mission is to “generate
credible, peer reviewed scientific information, and communicate the verifiable benefits of organic farming and
products to society.”
FAIR TRADE Look for this icon next to products which are Fair Trade Certified. Davidson’s will be expanding its
commitment to this important program, which guarantees fair wages and extra funds to improve the lives of workers in tea-producing countries.

Health Benefits of Tea
By now just about everyone knows about some of the health benefits of tea.
Study after study verify that drinking both black tea and green tea contributes
greatly to a healthy lifestyle:
TEA

...has powerful antioxidants, strengthens the immune system, and may help prevent infections.
...may help protect you against heart disease, cancer, arthritis, liver disease and osteoporosis.		
...may help to reduce blood pressure and has a calming effect. An amino acid found in tea, l-theanine, is 		
widely recommended for sleep and relaxation.
...increases metabolic rate, and may be a valuable tool for weight loss.
Additionally, many herbs and spices have medicinal properties which have been known for centuries. Peppermint
aids digestion, chamomile promotes relaxation, rosehips and hibiscus have a high vitamin C content and Rooibos
and Honeybush are rich in minerals and antioxidants - just to name a few..
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JUST TEA BAGS... A GREAT VALUE!
HERBAL TEAS*
Berry Essence

R293

Chai

R185

Chamomile and Fruit

R283

Christmas Tea

R181

Cranberry Orange

R292

Herbal Seasons (a holiday blend) R188
Lemon Spearmint

R197

Peppermint & Spice

R274

Rooibos Spiced Chai

R235

WHITE TEAS
White Orange w/ Clove

R175

White Peach

R174

White Peony

R217

White Pomegranate

R176

GREEN TEAS
Genmaicha

R237

Green Tea Garden

R189

Gunpowder Green

R190

Imperial Green

R291

BOX of 100
UNWRAPPED TEA BAGS

Jasmine Flower

R233

Kukicha

R236

$14.00 each

Lemon Ginseng Green

R231

Mezclado de Maté

R160

*Caffeine-Free

Moroccan Mint

R239

Red, Green & White blend

R230

Sencha

R247

R242

HONEY HERBAL TEAS*
Bing Cherry w/Almond

R222

Sun, Moon and Stars

R215

R244

Children's

R299

Tropical Green

R191

Christmas

R290

Children's Christmas Tea

R207

Decaf. Green

R201

Cinnamon Apple

R270

French Vanilla

R200

Cinnamon Vanilla

R260

Meyer Lemon

R218

DECAFFEINATED TEAS
Cinnamon Apple

R286

Darjeeling

R226

Spearmint Orange Spice

R169

Earl Grey

R289

Earl Grey

R279

English Breakfast

R278

TULSI HERBAL TEAS
Tulsi Chamomile Flower*

Formosa Oolong

R249

Irish Breakfast

R232

Keemun Congou

CLASSIC TEAS
Apricot Essence
Cherry Vanilla

English Breakfast

R288

R219

Green

R201

Tulsi Ginger Lemon*

R250

Orange Spice

R287

Tulsi Hibiscus Flower*

R245

Spiced Peach

R240

R248

Tulsi Pure Leaves*

R221

Spiced Raspberry

R241

Lemon Essence

R267

Tulsi Mango Peach*

R251

Vanilla

R296

Lemon Mango

R280

Tulsi Mint Medley*

R252

Wild Strawberry

R225

Orange Spice

R271

Tulsi Rooibos Chai*

R216

Pu-erh Black

R159

Tulsi Signature Blend*

R246

PURE HERBS
Chamomile Flowers*

R166

Spiced Peach

R276

Tulsi Spicy Green

R220

Hibiscus Flowers *

R163

Spiced Pear

R179

Spiced Raspberry

R277

DESSERT HERBAL TEAS*
Caramel Peach w/Coconut

Russian Caravan

R238

Vanilla Essence

R295

Wild Strawberry

R285

Lemon Myrtle*

R164

R229

Maté

R167

Carob Mint

R170

Peppermint Leaves*

R165

Coconut Vanilla

R171

Rosehips*

R161

Cherries Jubilee

R262

Spearmint Leaves*

R162

Lemon Ginger

R196

RED HERBAL TEAS*
Red Passion

R172

Raspberry Cream Caramel

R228

Red Vanilla

R173

Tangerine Almond

R223

South African Honeybush

R204

Vanilla Cream Spice

R227

South African Rooibos

R203

CHAIS
Classic Chai

R184

Herbal Chai*

R185

Mandarin Chai w/Anise

R234

Rooibos Spiced Chai*

R235

MULLING SPICES*
Mulling Spices

R005

SPECIAL OFFER...
GET 1 FREE
Buy any 3 - 100 Count
Boxes of and receive the
4th free!
Product # R1000
See SPECIAL OFFERS page 42.
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ICED TEAS
Brewed Iced Teas...whether full-bodied black, green, herbal or decaffeinated,
we’ve formulated each recipe perfectly for icing. Clear, crisp, light teas and herbs
designed for drinking glass after healthy glass!
R1388
Té De Hibiscus Award Winning
R1382
Lemon Ginseng
Green

R1381
Cranberry Orange

R1384
White Raspberry

R1386
Tropical Ice

R1385
Lemon Spearmint

Iced Tea Double
Wall Glasses

Double Wall construction insulates
iced tea while presenting it beautifully.
Set of 4 - 12 oz. glasses

BREWED ICED TEAS

R432 $10.00

ALL iced teas contains 8 - 1 Quart Bags for $ 6.49
PACKAGED IN A SIMPLE STAND UP POUCH

BOXED ICED TEAS (shown above)

Ceylon Ice

Té De Hibiscus
Tart & red, fruity caffeine-free Latin herbal blend

Tropical Ice

R1388 Full bodied, complex high-grown black tea

Decaf. Ceylon Ice

Exotic passionfruit and lemon flavors in black tea R1386 Non-chemically decaffeinated black tea

Decaf. Strawberry Ice

Lemon Ginseng Green

R1210

Light green tea with lemon and ginseng

R1382 True strawberry essences in flavorful black decaf.

R1213

Crisp, chocolatey white tea with true red
raspberry and light cinnamon flavor

R1209

Cranberry Orange Ice

98% caffeine-free, non-chemically decaf.
R1384 Decaf. Vanilla Ice
98% caffeine-free, non-chemically decaf.

Smooth and tart, rosy colored caffeine-free
herbal blend		

R1381 Fresh green tea with exotic tropical notes

R1202

Complex red raspberry flavor in rich black tea
R1385 Strawberry Ice
Fresh picked strawberry flavor in rich black tea

R1207

Decaf. Tropical Ice

White Raspberry

Lemon Spearmint

Refreshing herbal spearmint with a
touch of lemon

Green with Mango & Citrus Ice
Raspberry Ice

Vanilla Ice

Rounded vanilla flavorful in rich black tea

SPECIAL OFFER...GET 1 FREE
Buy any 3 Organic Iced Teas, and
receive the 4 th free!
Product # R1003
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R1206

See SPECIAL OFFERS page 42.

R1212

R1205
R1208

CHILDREN'S TEA
For children and parents alike... a whimsical blend of caffeine-free herbs

with real organic dried honey in each bag, adding just the right sweetness. Magically
brewing rosy pink in the cup, this tea simply bursts with a fresh berry punch flavor.
Children’s
Tea
A delightful blend
of organic caffeinefree herbs and dried
organic honey with
light berry-punch
flavor.
18 individually
wrapped tea bags.
R2512 $5.95

Individual Serving
Children's Tea
100 bags.
R1187 $25.95

Children`s Double Wall
Insulated Tea Glasses

Double wall construction keeps tea hot while
presenting it beautifully. Each cup holds 5 oz.
of the pretty pink tea. Set of 4. Comes Boxed.

R431 $12.00 NOW $9.60
These poignantly written and beautifully illustrated stories impart timeless lessons for children and adults alike. Each book comes with a box of Children's Tea.

B

A

C

Helping Neglected Children
Davidson's is proud to
donate a portion of the
profits from the sales
of our Children's Tea
to CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates), a group
dedicated to helping advocate for the needs of abused
and neglected children.

D

A. Emma Lea's First Tea Ceremony RR434 $16.95
B. Emma Lea's First Tea Party
R433 $16.95
C. Emma Lea's Magic Teapot
R580 $16.95
D. Emma Lea's Tea With Daddy
R581 $16.95
INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

18 Bags $ 5.95
Children's Tea		

R2512

UNWRAPPED

100 Bags $ 14.00
R299
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Special Offers!
3 FREE
$9

lue
va

1 FREE

Order $30
or more and
choose any
three 8-Count
Boxes from over
50 varieties.

New Customers - select product # 1001, list
selections in the description column of the
order form.
Returning Customers - select product # 1010,
list selections in the description column of the
order form.

Buy any 3
Organic Iced
Teas, and
receive the
4th free!
Brewed Iced Teas... whether full-bodied black,
green, herbal or decaffeinated, we’ve formulated each recipe, perfectly for icing. Clear, crisp,
light teas and herbs designed for drinking glass
after healthy glass! Product  # R1003

1 FREE

1 FREE

Buy any 3
100 Count
Boxes of
”Just Tea Bags”,
and receive
the 4th free!

Buy any 3
packages of
loose leaf tea
and get the
4th free.
This special applies to any package size of our
Loose - Leaf Teas and the 4th free item must be
of equal or lesser value of any of the flavors in
the same package size. Product # R1004

1 FREE

Product # R1006

Product # R1000

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Buy any 3 boxes
of single serve
100 count
individually
wrapped teas
and get the
4th free!

We offer Gift Certificates of $25, $50, $100.
Certificates can be redeemed on our website
or phone orders and never expire.
$25 - Product # R2005 $50 - Product # R2006
$100 - Product # R2007

TO ORDER BY MAIL: DAVIDSON'S INC. P.O. Box 11214 Reno, NV 89510-1214
TO ORDER BY FAX: 1-775-356-3713
ADDITIONAL CATALOGS - Have friends who are tea lovers? Please let us know and
we’ll mail them our catalog and a free tea bag sample.
NO COMPROMISE GUARANTEE - We feel confident that you’re about to experience
the best flavors and selection available in specialty organic teas. If for any reason our products
don’t live up to your expectations, we’ll cheerfully exchange your selection for another or
refund your purchase in full, as per our return policy on our website.

VISIT OUR OUTLET STORE
700 East Glendale Ave., Sparks NV 89431 QUESTIONS? - Please call us 1-800-882-5888 if you have any questions about your order
or about any of our products. We are closed from December 24 to the first business day in
Monday-Friday 9:00 am-4:00 pm.
We’re closed the week after Christmas! January so our staff may enjoy the holidays with their families.
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* Prices/Listings subject to change. Refer to website for current availability.

O R D ER F O R M
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S E N D T H I S O RD ER TO :
BILLING ADDRESS

SHIPPING ADDRESS

Name

Name

Address

Address

City

State

Zip

(If Different Than Billing Address)

City

State

Zip

Daytime Phone

Daytime Phone
Email

GIFT RECIPIENT ADDRESS

Customer Number (on back cover mailing label above name and address)
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Daytime Phone
TO:

Gift
Card

FROM:

MESSAGE:

Item No.

4 Me 4 Gift

Description

Qty.

Price

Total

SUB TOTAL
NEVADA SALES TAX (7.725% on non-food items shipped within Nevada)
SHIPPING
$ 6.5 0 for each order shipped to a single address. Example: ______
4 address x $ 6.50 = $26.00

FREE SHIPPING!

Orders of $ 75.00 or more
shipped to a single address
(contiguous 50
United States only).

2 Day Air ADD $19.99

IN A HURRY?

Additional charges for each order shipped to a
single address.

Overnight ADD $29.99
SUB TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

DAVIDSON'S INC.
P.O. Box 11214
Reno, NV 89510-1214

800.882.5888

PAYM EN T M ETHO D

MONEY ORDER

4-digit
security
code
3-digit
security
code

Security Code

Account Number

MON.- FRI. 8 am - 4:30 pm PST

www.davidsonstea.com
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Print Name (as it appears on card)

fax: 1-775-356-3713
Signature (as it appears on card)

Exp. Date
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Davidson’s
Organic Teas

New Website

Find us on

View, Download & Print e-Catalog
Easy to Use Shopping Cart
Secure and Safe Checkout
Improved Search Functionality
Web only Promotion and Specials
Tea of the Month
e-gift Certificates
New Teaware Items
e-mail a Friend
Social Media
Wish List

Follow us on

Instagram

800.882.5888
www.davidsonstea.com

